Comparison of the usefulness of three staging systems for hepatocellular carcinoma (CLIP, BCLC, and JIS) in Japan.
We retrospectively compared the usefulness of three different staging systems for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the Cancer of the Liver Italian Program (CLIP) scoring system, the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) classification system, and the Japan Integrated Staging (JIS) system, in terms of patient distribution and survival rates. Subjects were 1,508 patients diagnosed as having initial HCC during the period of 1976-2003. The disease was staged in all patients by means of the three staging systems, and the distribution of patients across stages and associated survival rates were compared between systems. In addition, comparisons were made on the basis of the time of diagnosis: 1976-1990 (n = 497) and 1991-2003 (n = 1,011). Patients were evenly distributed across stages within each staging system, and survival rates differed between stages except for BCLC C and D. During the period 1991-2003, when HCCs were smaller at diagnosis, JIS system is in particular yielded even distribution of patient across stages and marked differences in survival rates. Overall, the CLIP and the JIS scoring systems proved to be suitable for patients in Japan with HCC. The CLIP staging systems proved to be more suitable before 1991. In contrast, the JIS system was the most suitable after 1990, when early detection and early treatment of HCC became common. The JIS system is, therefore, the appropriate system in this era of early detection and treatment of HCC.